
HALF DAY PHOTOSHOOTS 

PACKAGE 1 / P7,500
AREA 1 / BEEHOUSE UPPER FLOOR (Indoor/Outdoor)
- this covers driveway parking, entry way bridge area leading to an open furnished space 
(kitchen, living, dining, and guest toilet), an outdoor roof garden. Use of lights, outlets. Excludes 
use of kitchen items, accessories and equipment. Also doubles as the holding area, make-up and 
dress up area. Kindly note that this area is not airconditioned. (exclusive use)

PACKAGE 2 / P11,000
AREA 1 + 2 / Beehouse lower hallway, all outdoor spaces gardens, Tungtong River access 
(Indoor/Outdoor) / this covers Area 1 and the lower hallway, the outdoor spaces adjacent to 
the Beehouse include the gardens outside the lower floor, and above The Burrow. Access to the 
Tungtong river available but subject to weather and safety. 

PACKAGE 3 / P14,000
AREA 1 + 2 + 3 / BURROW (Indoor) :  this covers access to the Burrow (nonexclusive)

HOUSE RULES
No garbage
No takeout
No smoking, alcohol or fireworks
BYO kitchen props, garbage bags

OCULARS
By appointment, P50 per head. Kindly 
contact us at FB or email us to make a 
schedule.  

RESERVATION PROCESS 
50% to reserve, settlement is 3 days 
prior. Refer to instructions sent with this 
information via email.

PRICING 
Pricing is true as of  2018 but may be 
subject to change on the discretion of 
Antipolo Beehouse at anytime. Effective 
for bookings made from January 1, 2018.

OPERATING HOURS 
Mondays to Sundays, 8AM to 5PM

BOOKED HOURS. Include set up / set 
down / makeup time. End time is not last 
shots, but packed up and gone. Hours in 
excess are charged at half hour increments. 

PETS. Pets up to 2 are allowed and 
counted as persons, waiting outdoors and 
not allowed to wander downstairs.  Guest 
in charge will ensure they are secured at all 
times and pick up their litter, and ensure 
the pets do not climb furniture or wander 
downstairs. 

COMMERCIAL. Above rates are not 
applicable for commercial shoots. A 
different rate applies for commercial 
shoots and can progress upon discussion. 

STRUCTURES. No structures over 5 feet 
brought in or built within the premises. 

ROOMS. There are no rooms available 
for accommodation apart from the upper 
floor area.

NO GARBAGE. If it is brought in, it must 
be brought out. Absolutely no littering of 
any kind allowed. Plastic packaging and all 
loose objects (candy wrappers, hairpins, 
etc) must be taken when you leave. Bring 
your own garbage bags.

FOOD. Avaialble upon reservation, at 
least 1 week prior. Kindly refer to the 
attached Menu for discounted food 
options. Meal service time is outside of 
booked hours. 

SMOKING is strictly prohibited. Beer, 
wine and liquor is prohibited, as well as use 
of party poppers and fire hazards such as 
fireworks and flying lanterns. Penalty of 
P3,500 to be deducted from deposit by 
venue for violations.

IMMOVABLE ITEMS. Our kitchen items 
are only for display, bring your own kitchen 
equipment to avoid later complications due 
to loss / breakage / mixup.

PHOTOSHOOT VENUE GUIDELINES

INCLUSIONS & EXCESS FEES
Time slots are 7AM - 12NN or 1PM - 6PM. Photoshoots allow 5 persons (including the couple) and 5 hours use of 
venue. Excess fees apply at P300 per head (maximum of 13 persons including couple), additional hours beyond 
5 hours at P1000 per hour (maximum of 7 hours if no scheduled bookings follow the group and extension ends 
before 6PM). Beyond 6PM per hour is P1500 per hour maximum of 7PM.

ANTIPOLO BEEHOUSE 113 Beverly Hills Drive
Beverly Hills Subdivision
Antipolo RIzal

FB Antipolo Beehouse
IG @antipolobeehouse
E antipolobeehouse@gmail.com 
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